
 

DeNeRD: an AI-based method to process
whole images of the brain
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Workflow of the deep learning-based system DeNeRD. The block diagram
shows the input of brain images from various postnatal (P) time points that are
processed by the neuron detector (top) unit. Each brain image is serially passed
through the faster regions with a convolutional neural network (R-CNN)-based
architecture, which detects and labels the neurons present in the entire brain
image. The same image is also passed through the brain registrator (bottom) unit,
which automatically registers it with the Allen developing mouse brain atlas.
Credit: Iqbal, Sheikh & Karayannis.

Researchers at the University of Zurich's Brain Research Institute have
recently developed a technique to automatically detect neurons of
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different types in a variety of brain regions at different developmental
stages. They presented this deep learning-based tool, called DeNeRD, in
a paper published in Nature Scientific Reports.

Mapping the structure of the mammalian brain at the cellular level is an
important, yet demanding task, which typically involves capturing
specific anatomical features and analyzing them. In the past, researchers
were able to gather several interesting observations and insights about
the mammalian brain's structure using classical histological and
stereological techniques. Although these methods have proved to be very
useful for studying the anatomy of the brain, carrying out a truly brain-
wide analysis typically requires a different approach.

So far, researchers have proposed numerous methods to analyze the
cellular composition of the brain as a whole, which can including tools
that can detect and count brain cells. While some of these methods have
achieved promising results, most of them do not perform as well when
analyzing highly complex brain imaging data, especially from dense
signal regions. Aware of the limitations of existing techniques for
detecting and counting brain cells, the team at UZH developed a new
fully automated technique for whole-brain image processing called
DeNeRD.

  
 

  

The deep neural network architecture in the DeNeRD (neuron detector) pipeline
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for neuron detection is shown. A small brain section image is used as input and
goes through a series of convolutional stages, RPN (region proposal network),
ROI (region of interest) pooling and RCNN classifier. The outputs of RPN and
ROI Pooling are combined and then fed as input to the RCNN classifier, which
distinguishes the neurons from the background class. Credit: Iqbal, Sheikh &
Karayannis.

"Necessity is the mother of invention, and our motivation to develop the
DeNeRD system for neuron detection in brain images emerged due to
the lack of generalized frameworks that can easily be deployed to
perform brain-wide analysis," Asim Iqbal, one of the researchers who
carried out the study, told TechXplore. "Instead of relying solely on a
computer vision-based approach, we decided to opt for a machine
learning (ML) / artificial intelligence (AI)-based technique, which has a
clear advantage over the former in providing a scalable and generalized
solution for analysing large scale imaging datasets."

DeNeRD, the brain-processing technique devised by Iqbal and his
colleagues, is a state-of-the-art solution that can be applied to a variety
of real-world imaging tasks, including object classification, detection
and segmentation. The researchers drew inspiration from a high-
performing deep neural network known as Faster R-CNN, which is
among the most advanced techniques for object detection. In their study,
however, they optimized this deep learning model and specifically
trained it to detect neurons in whole-brain images of mouse brains,
which were taken at different developmental ages (e.g., postnatal day P4,
P14, , P56, etc.).

Firstly, the researchers collected a dataset of brain images and labeled
them, placing bounding boxes around neurons using a simple graphics
program. Subsequently, they trained their deep neural network on these
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images, essentially teaching it to detect and count brain cells.

  
 

  

The output of the neuron detector on a P14 GAD1 mouse brain image is shown.
The blue boxes delineate the zoomed-in images, where the detection of labeled
neurons with their classification scores over the bounding boxes can be seen for
different neuronal density areas. Credit: Iqbal, Sheikh & Karayannis.
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Upon completion of this training, the DeNeRD model was able to
perform thorough analyses of whole-brain images with automated
neuron detection and brain-image registration. Iqbal and his colleagues
evaluated their method in a series of tests and found that it performed
remarkably well, detecting neurons labeled with different genetic
markers across a wide range of images collected using various imaging
techniques.

"Our method is invariant to the scale, size, shape and intensity of
neurons in brain images which is ideal to perform neuron detection using
a single deep neural network for a variety of brain imaging samples,"
Iqbal said. "In addition, our method outperforms existing neuron
detection methods by providing a minimum error and a high mean
average precision."

In the future, the technique could be used to carry out more in-depth
analyses of the mammalian brain rapidly and automatically.
Interestingly, DeNeRD's performance is generic, which essentially
means that new users do not need to collect new datasets, label them and
retrain the neural network before they can use it.

"Once trained on a large brain dataset, the network performs well in
detecting neurons in a variety of genetic markers and imaging
modalities," Iqbal said. "DeNeRD is optimized for detecting neurons in
2-D brain images, but in the future, we would like to extend the
performance of our method to analyze 3-D brain stacks as well as to
detect/segment the microscopic architectures in brain images, such as
dendritic spines, etc."

  More information: Asim Iqbal et al. DeNeRD: high-throughput
detection of neurons for brain-wide analysis with deep learning, 
Scientific Reports (2019). DOI: 10.1038/s41598-019-50137-9
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